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ABSTRACT 
Mitigating algorithmic bias is a critical task in the development 
and deployment of machine learning models. While several toolkits 
exist to aid machine learning practitioners in addressing fairness 
issues, little is known about the strategies practitioners employ 
to evaluate model fairness and what factors infuence their assess-
ment, particularly in the context of text classifcation. Two common 
approaches of evaluating the fairness of a model are group fairness 
and individual fairness. We run a study with Machine Learning 
practitioners (n=24) to understand the strategies used to evaluate 
models. Metrics presented to practitioners (group vs. individual 
fairness) impact which models they consider fair. Participants fo-
cused on risks associated with underpredicting / overpredicting and 
model sensitivity relative to identity token manipulations. We dis-
cover fairness assessment strategies involving personal experiences 
or how users form groups of identity tokens to test model fairness. 
We provide recommendations for interactive tools for evaluating 
fairness in text classifcation. 

CCS CONCEPTS 
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interac-
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Ensuring an AI system is fair is in the best interest of our society 
- but beyond that, is oftentimes legally mandated.1 In the past, 
algorithms have played an active role in furthering social inequities. 
We have seen that machine learning recognition systems have been 
less efective in detecting darker skin [35], search engine results 
have reinforced representation bias [42], and translation services 
misgender women often assigning incorrect male pronouns as the 
default option [70]. These examples show that the lack of fairness in 
algorithms can negatively impact many aspects of our lives. There 
has been a furry of work around algorithmic fairness defnitions, 
algorithms to detect and mitigate bias, and even toolkits with code 
to easily apply these to new datasets and systems. However, there is 
a large gap between creating these versus understanding how they 
are actually reasoned about or applied by the machine learning 
practitioners in charge of creating production AI systems. 

Algorithmic fairness defnitions and methods broadly belong to 
either group fairness [13] or individual fairness [21]. Group fairness 
requires equitable treatment of groups of people, e.g. comparable 
loan approval rates for men and women. Regulations based on 
group fairness are present in banking and are part of the US Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission guidelines, known as the 
80% rule [4]. One of the most commonly used group fairness defni-
tions is equalized odds [26] which requires class-specifc accuracies 
on minority groups to be similar to the overall performance. These 
accuracies are easy to measure and can be used to identify group 
fairness violations. The typical strategy for enforcing group fairness 
in ML models is to cast it as a constrained optimization problem 

1Are you ready for NYC’s anti-bias AI law? 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1145%2F3544548.3581227&domain=pdf&date_stamp=2023-04-19
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[1], which is adopted in several toolkits, e.g. Fairlearn and TFCO 
libraries. 

The key idea behind individual fairness is to achieve similar treat-
ment for similar individuals, e.g. candidates that are diferent only 
in gender and/or name should receive the same treatment. A promi-
nent example of an individual fairness violation is the 2004 study of 
the US labor market [7], where the investigators responded to job 
ads with fctitious resumes randomly assigned African-American 
or white sounding names and observed 50% more callbacks for 
the resumes with white sounding names. Identifying individual 
fairness violations requires comparing outcomes on hand-crafted 
similar data points as in the aforementioned example, or learning a 
similarity metric from data [29, 45] and conducting an individual 
fairness violation hypothesis test [41, 65]. Recent methods for train-
ing individually fair ML models cast the problem as an instance 
of adversarial training [67, 68] and are available in the inFairness 
library [68]. 

Machine learning practitioners are at the forefront of developing 
ML models and addressing any potential fairness issues. This is 
often done iteratively as they develop and test models. There have 
been many eforts to help machine learning practitioners more 
easily address fairness and bias issues in the form of toolkits that 
practitioners can use to evaluate the fairness of algorithms. These 
toolkits allow practitioners to consider fairness mitigation in their 
modelling work. Such toolkits include IBM’s AI Fairness 360 [5] and 
inFairness [68], Google’s Fairness Indicators [54] and TensorFlow 
Constrained Optimization (TFCO) [14], Microsoft’s Fairlearn [8], 
and UChicago’s Aequitas [55]. 

There has also been an emergence of tools that aid practitioners 
in calibrating AI fairness in their models by presenting diferent 
types of fairness metrics. Researchers have investigated user per-
spectives on fairness toolkits [47, 54, 61], to understand how to best 
present fairness metrics to end-users and machine learning practi-
tioners. However, user perspectives of fairness in text classifcation 
have been understudied. 

In order to better understand user perspectives, strategies users 
undertake to determine the fairness of a model, and motivations 
behind those strategies across diferent dimensions of fairness such 
as individual vs group fairness, and how’d they’d prefer to interac-
tively query/work with a system helping them evaluate fairness, 
we developed a novel interactive tool for investigating fairness 
metrics for text classifcation. The tool presents standard accuracy 
metrics as well as group fairness and individual fairness metrics to 
users, and allows users to input custom test-cases to interactively 
determine the fairness of a model. We were specifcally interested 
in investigating how the metrics presented to users impact their 
decisions and the motivations behind their decisions. We were 
also interested in investigating user strategies in determining the 
fairness of a model in this interactive environment. 

In this paper, we run an exploratory scenario based study (n=24) 
in which we present three diferent models to users and provide 
diferent views of the data (overall accuracy metrics, group fairness 
metrics, individual fairness metrics, as well as opportunities to 
input custom text to generate metrics for both types of fairness) 
and ask users to select their preferred model after viewing each 
metric. We follow with a survey to collect subjective preferences 
of the metrics they saw, open-ended questions to understand their 

motivations for the strategies they used during the study, and their 
perspectives on the metrics with which they were presented. We 
address the following research questions: 

RQ1 How do diverse, yet static, metrics impact user perspec-
tives of the models? 
RQ1a When viewing standard accuracy metrics? 
RQ1b When viewing group fairness metrics? 
RQ1c When viewing individual fairness metrics? 

RQ2 What kinds of exploration strategies do machine learn-
ing practitioners use to determine model fairness when pre-
sented with an interactive fairness tool that allows custom 
inputs? 
RQ2a When viewing group fairness metrics? 
RQ2b When viewing individual fairness metrics? 

RQ3 How are users’ fairness decisions formed as they ex-
plore an interactive fairness tool with performance and vary-
ing fairness views? 

Our contributions in this work are the following: 

• Introduction of a novel front-end interactive tool that allows 
exploration of group fairness and individual fairness for text 
classifcation. 

• Identifying strategies users employ to determine the fairness 
of various models when investigating the tool, including 
strategies around custom inputs, including the formation of 
groups for group fairness, and strategies for constructing 
sentences and identity tokens for individual fairness. 

• Based on our fndings, we provide design recommendations 
for future designs of interactive tools to assist machine learn-
ing practitioners in reasoning about group and individual 
fairness. 

2 RELATED WORK 
There has been much research in the CHI, CSCW, and FaccT com-
munities investigating various aspects of the user’s relationship 
with ML fairness and fairness toolkits. From presentation of fair-
ness metrics to understanding organizational challenges within 
institutions around fairness in AI, there are many opportunities for 
HCI research. 

2.1 AI Fairness and Decision Making 
The data used to train machine learning models may conceal dis-
crimination that can be difcult to identify, which has resulted 
in discrimination and bias in many socio-technical systems and 
decision-making tasks [6]. There has also been much work on 
defning algorithmic fairness [10, 23]. While these defnitions can 
difer in terms of technical details, the intent is similar: equality 
for protected groups or individuals. Metrics have been developed 
to determine whether a decision is fair. For example, demographic 
parity or statistical parity [66] require minority groups (defned 
based on, e.g., race or gender) to receive positive outcomes at the 
same rate as the majority group. Several prior works discuss the 
limitations of the algorithmic fairness defnitions and metrics, such 
as the incompatibility of various group fairness notions [12, 33] 
and the challenges associated with defning the notion of “similar 
individuals” in the context of individual fairness [22, 53]. 
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Since AI models and humans work together to make decisions, a 
human’s perceived fairness plays an important role in the decision 
making tasks [47]. Fairness is highly contextual, and many studies 
relevant to intelligent user interfaces are interested in how humans 
make judgments about fairness. Prior work has investigated what 
humans perceive to be fair in various contexts. One study found 
that non-expert perspectives in the domain of criminal risk and skin 
cancer prediction judgements about fairness most closely resem-
bled demographic parity [59]. In the context of fnancial decisions, 
another study found that end-users ignore individual attributes 
that may impact the model and “stereotype” groups of individuals 
[64]. Other studies have found that users making judgement favor 
algorithms that give preferential treatment to protected groups [56]. 
In the context of a study on recidivism, disthe race of defendants 
had an impact on users decisions about defendants [43]. 

Fairness in Toxic Text Classifcation. Bias in toxic text classi-
fcation often occurs when the identity tokens in a training dataset 
are disproportionately used in toxic comments. An example of this 
is if the word “gay” appears in toxic comments a lot more often 
than it appears in other comments, resulting in a model that makes 
generalizations about diferent words, such as tying the word “gay” 
to toxicity. Dixon et al. manually identify a set of 50 common iden-
tity tokens (including but not limited to: atheist, queer, feminist, 
black, muslim) that disproportionately appear in toxic comments 
in training datasets [20]. In this work, we utilize the same toxic 
comment classifcation dataset and build our fairness metrics using 
their set of 50 identity tokens. To alleviate bias in toxic text classif-
cation, researchers have considered various group fairness methods 
[3, 52, 58] where the goal is to enforce comparable accuracy across 
comments referring to identities or containing identity tokens to 
achieve equalized odds [26]. Garg et al. pose the question, “How 
would the prediction change if the sensitive attribute referenced 
in the example were diferent?” [24] and propose a correspond-
ing metric based on a comparison of the predictions on sentences 
that only difer in the identity token. A similar metric was used in 
prior work on achieving individual fairness in toxic text detection 
[49, 68]. The fairness metrics in our tool are based on these works. 
Beyond toxic classifcation, there are concerns about the disparate 
harms of NLP technologies on diferent demographic groups [51]. 
Researchers have explored bias, or “a skew that produces a type 
of harm” [15] in the context of diferent NLP tasks. Biased met-
rics or group fairness measures are used to show the diferences 
between demographic groups produced by a model. These NLP 
tasks include question answering [38], relation extraction [25], text 
classifcation [16], autocomplete generation [57] and machine trans-
lation [60]. In these tasks, demographic dimensions are an identity 
axis on which they are evaluated for bias. Many of these tasks 
result in bias along various demographic dimensions including: 
gender/nationality/age/religion/race through identity terms [18]. 

2.2 ML Practitioner Perspectives of Fairness 
Prior research has highlighted the gap between institutional and 
ML practitioners’ goals regarding fairness, revealing a signifcant 
disconnect. Institutional initiatives to ensure fairness are frequently 
led by individuals passionate about transparency and equity. How-
ever, reconciling the drive to meet product goals while remaining 

committed to fairness and transparency can present challenges [32]. 
Additionally, research examining AI fairness in high stakes decision-
making has revealed that practitioners have difculty identifying 
the most relevant direct stakeholders and demographic groups on 
which to focus when considering fairness metrics [39]. Practition-
ers also struggle to explain that performance metrics like accuracy 
are not always appropriate for evaluating fairness, especially when 
dealing with imbalanced data [61]. 

Researchers have explored the impact of diferent design strate-
gies on users’ insights when using bias detection prototypes. One 
study found that the comprehensiveness and information load of 
toolkits are crucial considerations for optimal design [54]. In ad-
dition, research has highlighted the importance of fairness-aware 
data collection, the challenge of identifying subgroups that are most 
adversely afected by model bias, and the misalignment of tools and 
practices with practitioners’ workfows and organizational incen-
tives [28, 40]. While toolkits can guide practitioners towards fairer 
models, they require additional functionality and resources. Studies 
have developed rubrics with criteria for optimal tooling, such as 
providing global and local perspectives of fairness, well-supported 
demos and tutorials, and an explicit interpretation of tool limita-
tions [40]. Other research suggests that fairness toolkits should 
broaden their scope, be designed for interdisciplinary research, and 
include anti-patterns in addition to patterns for using toolkits [17]. 
Furthermore, practitioners may compare individual instances in 
addition to group metrics when evaluating model fairness, as found 
in a recent study on loan application evaluations [46]. 

Most recently, researchers investigated how ordinary end-users 
can explore interpretable interfaces through an Explainable AI ap-
proach called "explanatory debugging" to identify potential fairness 
issues. They created a prototype of such a system and evaluated how 
cultural dimensions developed by Hofsted et al. (i.e., power distance, 
individualism, masculinity, uncertainty avoidance, long-term orien-
tation, and indulgence) [27] impact the use of this tool [47]. Prior 
work has identifed challenges associated with considering fairness 
metrics, identifying the most relevant stakeholders, and aligning 
tools with practitioners’ workfows and organizational incentives. 
Our study aims to expand upon this prior research by exploring 
user perspectives of model fairness when presented with interac-
tive fairness tools that allow custom inputs. We seek to understand 
the impact of diverse metrics on user perspectives of models and 
the strategies used by machine learning practitioners to determine 
model fairness when presented with such tools. Additionally, we 
aim to understand how users’ fairness decisions are formed as they 
explore interactive fairness tools with varying fairness views. 

3 METHODOLOGY 
To understand how practitioners interacted with fairness metrics, 
we conducted an exploratory experiment followed by a survey. Our 
experience consisted of views of 1) performance metrics (Figure 1), 
2) group fairness metrics (Figure 2) and 3) individual fairness metrics 
(Figure 3) followed by an exploration view (described in Section 3.4), 
in which users could provide custom inputs to further inspect the 
models. Users were told they were designing and implementing a 
new social media platform for posting announcements through free 
form text for colleagues and friends. We instructed them, “In the 
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past, there have been issues with people posting toxic comments. 
Toxic comments are comments intended to demean a person or 
groups of people. Your colleagues have considered this problem and 
have implemented three toxicity classifers to catch and fag any 
text that might be toxic. You must decide which model to deploy.” 

After being given instructions, users went through three diferent 
pages in which they were provided with additional metrics on the 
models (Model A, Model B, and Model C) and asked to choose which 
model they would deploy after seeing each page. 

3.1 Task 1: Overall Performance 
Our study began by showing users accuracy metrics of the entire 
model, for each of the three models. Our aim was to explore how 
users determined the best model to deploy without being presented 
with the fairness metrics. We provided the following prompt to 
guide users about their task: 

You begin by examining various performance metrics 
of the three models. You notice that the majority of 
the comments (about 90%) are non-toxic, thus a simple 
accuracy metric may not be sufcient. For example, a 
classifer always predicting "non-toxic" will have an 
impressive 90% accuracy, yet it is useless. Therefore 
you also consider accuracy on only toxic comments, 
accuracy on only non-toxic comments, and balanced 
accuracy (average of the former two metrics). 

We provided users with various accuracy metrics (accuracy, toxic 
accuracy, non-toxic accuracy, and balanced accuracy) as well as 
confusion matrices for each of the models as seen in Figure 1. A 
good toxicity classifer should have good performance in terms of all 
of these metrics. A classifer always predicting “non-toxic” will have 
90% accuracy and 100% non-toxic accuracy, but 0% toxic accuracy, 
and only 50% balanced accuracy. After seeing these metrics, users 
selected the best model to deploy. 

3.2 Task 2: Performance on Group Filtered 
Views of the Data 

In Task 2, we presented users with a task to check for algorith-
mic bias. Users were shown subgroups of data based on words 
describing minority identities. The subgroups are defned by fl-
tering the dataset for examples containing particular words. We 
selected groups of words related to various identities such as sexu-
ality, race, ethnicity, and religion. An example of one such subgroup 
can be seen in Figure 2 in which the text has been fltered for men-
tions of “african”, “african american”, and “black”. Other groups 
we presented to users are “lesbian,gay, bisexual, queer, lgbt, lgbtq, 
homosexual” and “blind, deaf, paralyzed.” We use group identifer 
keywords as a proxy for text content, which is a common way to 
fnd groups of text in text classifcation [20]. We later describe the 
limitations of this approach and alternative ways to fnd groups 
within text. We present users with the same metrics as seen in Task 
1 (accuracy, toxic accuracy, balanced accuracy) using the original 
bar charts seen in Figure 1b as well as icons next to the metrics for 
each group representing how they compare relative to the model’s 
overall metrics (Figure 2). After seeing this view, users selected the 
model they would deploy. 

3.3 Task 3: Performance on Individual Fairness 
Sentences in the Data 

In Task 3, we allowed users to examine the following four sentences, 
and see how the model changed its classifcation when identity 
tokens appearing in brackets below in the sentence were changed. 

• congratulations to 2 fne [young, gay, black] men! go beavers! 
• real americans? you mean [white, gay, latino] men, right? 
• name one city in the western world where [deaf, black, trans-
gender] people are truly respected 

• a sad day for [lesbian, white, american] people everywhere 

Users observed the impact of manipulating identity tokens on the 
classifcations made by Model A, Model B, and Model C. We asked 
participants to review examples and select the model to deploy 
after seeing several sentences (listed above) with various identity 
tokens and the respective model classifcations for each model. An 
example can be seen in Figure 3. 

3.4 Task 4: Exploration View 
In order to further answer our research questions, we designed 
and developed a tool that would allow users to interactively test 
group fairness metrics and individual fairness metrics of models 
for toxic text detection. Users were able to experiment with four 
diferent types of interactions (1) Pre-populated Group View, (2) Pre-
populated Individual View, (3) Custom Group View, and (4) Custom 
Individual view (See Figures 4 and 5). Before introducing users to 
the interactive portion of the study, we frst had them complete 
three tasks that acquainted them with the accuracy metrics, group 
fairness, and individual fairness metrics. In the exploration phase, 
participants had the chance to inspect the individual and group 
views presented to them in the previous tasks, but with their own 
custom inputs. To guide them on the usage of our tool, we pre-
populated the exploration views with some examples. 

Participants were instructed to conduct 10 additional model 
checks to ultimately make a decision as to which model to select. 
They could choose to either see the performance of a selected sub-
group or see the performance between examples conditioned on 
a single word diference. An example of this view can be seen in 
Figure 8. Participants were able to do the 10 experiments (group-
view or individual-view) either with our pre-populated examples 
or with examples of their own. At the conclusion of the experi-
ments, users were given the chance to select a fnal model. Figures 
of the interface that prompted users for custom examples can be 
seen in Figure 4 and Figure 5. The fairness results appeared on an 
Experiment panel on the right hand-side of the page, that could 
be minimized or maximized depending on user preference. At any 
point, users were able to scroll through the panel to see a view of 
all of the experiments that they had run on the Exploration page. 
Below, we describe each of the views with which users interacted. 

Pre-populated Group View The pre-populated group view 
presented metrics (accuracy, toxic accuracy, nontoxic accu-
racy, and balanced accuracy) for the pre-defned groups we 
provided for users. Similarly to the Group View in Task 2, we 
showed users how many total documents were selected from 
the dataset based on the defned groups, the number of toxic 
samples, and the number of nontoxic samples. There were 
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(a) Confusion Matrices for each of the models showing true positives, true negatives, false 
positives, and false negatives. 

(b) Accuracy, Toxic Accuracy, Non-toxic accuracy, 
and Balanced Accuracy metrics for each of the 
models. 

Figure 1: Accuracy metrics shown to users in Task 1. 

Figure 2: Group View: For a selected subgroup, each model’s performance diference, compared to its performance on the whole 
dataset, is presented. (For each example, the model that performs best on a given accuracy metric is written in bold, and the 
second best is underlined). Red (green) triangles, reminiscent of the markers beside familiar stock tickers, indicate the decrease 
(or improvement) of the model’s performance on that subgroup, compared to the overall dataset, where marker size is scaled 
by the diference in metrics. Note that to satisfy group fairness, a performance of a model on a subgroup should be similar to 
its overall performance (i.e., the size of the markers for all metrics should be small). 

Figure 3: Individual View: Given one sentence, a user is able to see the classifcations (Toxic, Non-Toxic) for each model (Model 
A, Model B, Model C) when the identity token is replaced. 

also indicators next to each performance metric to identify if which one word was replaced with diferent identity tokens, 
there was an increase/decrease in the corresponding metric similarly to the Individual View in Task 3. For each model 
as seen in Figure 2. and sentence variation, users were presented with either a 
Pre-populated Individual View The pre-populated indi- “Toxic” classifcation or a “Nontoxic” classifcation as seen in 
vidual view presented the classifcation for one sentence in Figure 3. 
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Figure 4: Interface for custom inputs for Group fairness with 
resulting output. 

Custom Group View The custom group view was simi-
lar to the pre-populated group view, except users were able 
to defne their own groups across the validation set. Iden-
tity tokens were separated by commas. An example of an 
experiment can be seen in Figure 4. 
Custom Individual View The custom individual view was 
similar to the pre-populated individual view except users 
could formulate their own sentences and choose one word 
which would be replaced with other identity-token words 
of their choosing. Users could write a sentence including 
the term “{Word}” to indicate where identity tokens of their 
choosing would be substituted in (indicated as a separate list, 
separated by commas). An example of this input interaction 
can be seen in Figure 5. 

3.5 Model Descriptions 
In our experiments, we presented metrics for three diferent models 
that behaved diferently. We trained all models using the “Unin-
tended Bias in Toxicity Classifcation” dataset [20].2 See Appendix 
A for dataset details. Below, we describe the models and why they 
behaved diferently. 

3.5.1 Model A. Model A is a “standard” model. We utilized the 
standard practice in today’s natural language processing and fne-
tuned a BERT (base, uncased) model [19] using the HuggingFace 
library [63]. As discussed previously, due to class imbalance in the 
data (the majority of the comments are non-toxic), we prioritized 
balanced accuracy by enforcing an equal number of toxic and non-
toxic samples in the mini-batches. This aligns with the previous 
studies of this dataset [68]. 

2https://www.kaggle.com/c/jigsaw-unintended-bias-in-toxicity-classifcation 

Figure 5: Interface for custom inputs for Individual fairness 
with resulting output. 

3.5.2 Model B. Model B is an “individually fair” model. Its goal is 
to achieve similar treatment of similar inputs, where similar inputs 
are sentences with similar context, but potentially diferent identity 
mentions, e.g. “My friend is American” and “My friend is gay”. In 
total, we took 50 identity tokens into consideration that were previ-
ously recommended for measuring bias in toxic text classifcation 
[20]. We used fne-tuned BERT to achieve both balanced accuracy 
and individual fairness using the SenSeI algorithm from the in-
Fairness package [68], similar to the original study of individual 
fairness in toxicity classifcation [68]. 

3.5.3 Model C. Model C is a “group fair” model. The goal of group 
fairness is to achieve equal treatment of groups of inputs. We trained 
this model following the corresponding example provided in the 
TFCO library.3 The groups are defned based on the presence of 
identity tokens. For example, one group consisted of all sentences 
where at least one of the words “lesbian”, “gay”, “bisexual”, “queer”, 
“lgbt”, “lgbtq”, “homosexual”, “straight”, “heterosexual” was present 
and another group of all sentences with any of “christian”, “muslim”, 
“jewish”, “buddhist”, “catholic”, “protestant”, “sikh”, “taoist”. There 
were a total of six groups. The equitable treatment of groups was 
ensured by constraining the balanced accuracy of each group to 
be ≥ 95% (on train data). For this model, we fne-tuned BERT with 
the aforementioned group fairness constraints using TFCO library 
(note that the constraints also account for class imbalance). 

We summarize the performance and fairness metrics correspond-
ing to the three models in Table 1. Model A, as expected, has the 
highest accuracy and the worst fairness metrics. Model B and Model 
C are slightly less accurate but are noticeably fairer. In this case, 
training for either individual or group fairness resulted in the im-
provement of both types of fairness metrics. However, as we shall 
see in our analysis, the model selected most commonly in each of 
3https://github.com/google-research/tensorfow_constrained_optimization/blob/ 
master/examples/colab/Wiki_toxicity_fairness.ipynb 

https://www.kaggle.com/c/jigsaw-unintended-bias-in-toxicity-classification
https://github.com/google-research/tensorflow_constrained_optimization/blob/master/examples/colab/Wiki_toxicity_fairness.ipynb
https://github.com/google-research/tensorflow_constrained_optimization/blob/master/examples/colab/Wiki_toxicity_fairness.ipynb
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the views corresponded to the model trained for the metric empha-
sized by the view (accuracy, group, and individual). 

We provide more details about the training procedure of these 
models along with the hyperparameter settings in Appendix B. 

3.6 Participants 
We recruited participants across four US-based institutions 
(Academia and Industry) in July and August of 2022. Recruiting 
happened via email, word of mouth, and snowball sampling. We 
asked participants about their prior exposure to AI. 17 of the par-
ticipants reported having “some work experience and/or formal 
education related to AI”, 7 of the participants reported having “ex-
tensive experience in AI research and/or development”, and 4 of the 
participants reported “no prior exposure to AI”. Participants who 
reported not having exposure to AI and those did not complete the 
entire study were not included in our analysis which left us with 24 
participants. We also asked participants about their experience with 
AI fairness. 12 participants reported having some work experience 
and/or formal education related to AI fairness. Four users reported 
that they closely follow AI-fairness related news, 6 users reported 
that they had heard about AI fairness from the news, friends and/or 
family, and two users reported having extensive experience in AI 
fairness research. 

Participants were asked about their area of work and were able 
to select multiple areas because of the overlap of ML technolo-
gies. The areas spanned NLP (8), Predictive analytics (7), Conver-
sational AI/Chatbots (7), Decision Support Systems (4), Informa-
tion Retrieval (3), Computer Vision (3), Human computer interac-
tion/Human Centered AI (3), User Modeling (2), Speech and Voice 
(1), Robotics (1), Recommendation Systems (1), and Statistics (1). 

4 RESULTS 
We report on what model was selected after each task in Figure 
6. We also examined the open-ended feedback and for each model 
selection, we identifed why the majority of users selected that 
model. For all of the themes, two of the authors independently 
reviewed the reasons to extract themes for model selection for all 
four of the tasks. After independently generating codes, the authors 
consulted one another and iterated over codes until they agreed on 
all of themes generated. We describe the emerging themes in the 
next section. In Section 5.4 we then report our fndings on how our 
subjects used the exploration views as a tool to assist in making 
model selections. 

Before discussing the results for each task, we provide defnitions 
of the emerging themes listed in Table 2 below: 

• Prioritizing Toxic Accuracy: Participants prioritized max-
imizing percentage of instances correctly classifed as toxic. 

• Prioritizing Non-Toxic Accuracy: Participants prioritized 
maximizing the percentage of instances correctly classifed 
as non-toxic. 

• Prioritizing Balanced Accuracy: Participants prioritized 
maximizing the average percentage of instances correctly 
classifed as toxic and the percentage of instances correctly 
classifed as non-toxic. 

• Toxic Accuracy Detection for Minority Groups: Par-
ticipants prioritized maximizing percentage of instances 

correctly classifed as toxic for either pre-defned minority 
groups or minority groups they explored in custom phase. 

• Best Overall Metrics: Perception that all four of the com-
bined metrics provided for group view (accuracy, toxic accu-
racy, non-toxic accuracy, and balanced accuracy) is “better” 
for one model over another. 

• Identity Changes Impact Model Classifcation: Replac-
ing an identity token in a sentence in individual fairness 
view changed the classifcation (toxic vs. non toxic) of the 
model. 

• Identity Changes do not Impact Model Classifcation: 
Replacing an identity token in a sentence in individual fair-
ness view did not change the classifcation (toxic vs. non 
toxic) of the model (i.e. “I went to the mall with my gay friend” 
and “I went to the mall with my straight friend” yielded the 
same classifcation.) 

Figure 6: Models selected after each phase by the 24 partici-
pants. After Task 1, majority of participants chose Model A. 
After Task 2, participants were split between Model A and 
Model C. After Task 3, Majority of Participants chose Model 
B. After exploring all of the models, the participants were 
split between Model A and Model B. 

4.1 Task 1: Accuracy 
Our participants were frst presented with accuracy metrics of the 
models and then asked to choose the model they would deploy. 
Majority of respondents (88%) selected Model A after just view-
ing accuracy metrics. Table 2 lists the reasons users cited why a 
particular model was selected with the corresponding number of 
participants who cited that reason. Two reasons emerged for selec-
tion of Model A over the others cited in Table 2: Prioritizing Toxic 
Accuracy and Prioritizing Balanced Accuracy. The participants who 
selected Model B cited that they did so to prioritize non-toxic ac-
curacy, and all participants who selected Model C did so because 
they felt the model most accurately refects real world content and 
classifcations. For example, while one participant who selected 
Model A said, “We would rather overpredict toxicity than underpre-
dict”, another participant who selected Model B said “I think it is 
better to miss some Toxic posts than to incorrectly fag a Nontoxic 
post as Toxic.” The participants who prioritized toxic accuracy (the 
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Model Balanced Accuracy (BA) Prediction Consistency BA diference on minority groups 
Model A 89.61% 49.70% 6.04% 
Model B 88.29% 73.62% 4.51% 
Model C 88.3% 72.25% 4.60% 

Table 1: Performance and fairness metrics for the three modes presented in our study. Balanced accuracy (BA) quantifes 
classifcation performance accounting for class imbalance; Prediction consistency is the individual fairness metric and is the 
frequency of comments where prediction does not change when varying the identity token; BA diference on minority groups 
is the group fairness metric (smaller is better) and is the average absolute diference between BA on minority groups and the 
overall BA. 

majority) selected Model A, while the three participants who cited 
prioritizing non-toxic accuracy selected Model C (8%), then Model B 
(4%). Model C and Model B both have the same non-toxic accuracy 
(94.9%). When viewing the standard metrics, most users focused 
on toxic accuracy, preferring to overpredict toxicity to capture all 
instances of toxicity rather than underpredicting toxicity (RQ1a). 

Model B has the highest score for Non-Toxic accuracy. 
I think it is better to miss some Toxic posts than to 
incorrectly fag a Nontoxic post as Toxic. Participant 
#33 (Task 1 selection: Model B, Task 2 selection: Model 
C, Task 3 selection: Model B, Exploration selection: 
Model B) 

4.2 Task 2: Group View 
For group view, 12 participants (50%) selected Model C, 10 (42%) par-
ticipants selected Model A, and 2 participants (8%) selected Model B. 
All of the participants who selected Model A cited toxic accuracy as 
the reason for their selection. Both participants who selected Model 
B cited that Model B had the best overall metrics. Of the individuals 
who selected Model C 58% cited that they were prioritizing non-
toxic accuracy and 42% cited that they were considering Balanced 
accuracy when making their selections. Overall, the preferences 
after seeing group view were split between Model C (50%) and 
Model A (42%), with only 2 participants selecting Model B. 

As described in Section 3.5 on Model Descriptions, Model C was 
specifcally optimized for group fairness. It appears that when view-
ing group fairness metrics, participant responses slightly favored 
the group fair model (Model C) (50%), but were also split with select-
ing the standard model (Model A) (42%). Those who selected Model 
A, again focused on toxic accuracy for the minority groups, noting 
the increase in toxic accuracy for the presented groups. Those who 
selected Model C, prioritized non-toxic accuracy and balanced accu-
racy taking into account normal comments that mention minority 
groups that may be fagged as toxic (RQ1b). 

Model A has good toxic accuracy, but bad nontoxic 
accuracy, leading to non toxic messages being removed 
unnecessarily. Therefore model C performs better on 
subset 1 + 2. Model B performs better on subset 3, but as 
this is a smaller subset, I’d choose model C. Participant 
#36 (Task 1 selection: Model A, Task 2 selection: Model C, 
Task 3 selection: Model B, Exploration selection: Model C) 

4.3 Task 3: Individual View 
After seeing the individual view, the majority of the participants 
selected Model B as the model they would choose to deploy (67%) 

because it was resistant to change with identity tokens, followed by 
Model A (29%), followed by Model C (4%). Those who selected Model 
B believed that replacing words that represent a person’s identity 
in the sentences should not change the toxic classifcation of the 
sentence. Users who selected Model B said they did not believe any 
of the sentences we presented to them were toxic regardless of the 
identifers which were replaced in the sentences. 

I don’t think any of the above comments are toxic, so 
Model B has the highest accuracy in my opinion. Partic-
ipant #14 (Task 1 selection: Model A, Task 2 selection: 
Model A, Task 3 selection: Model B, Exploration se-
lection: Model B) 

When observing the individual view, the majority of the partici-
pants focused on the impact of identity changes to the model. Those 
who selected Model B (the individually fair model) did so because 
the identity token changes in the sentences did not impact the out-
come of the model. The participants who selected Model A cited the 
impact of the identity token changes in sentences but believed iden-
tity token sentences should impact a model’s classifcation output 
(RQ1c). 

Model A may seem like overkill but it actually seems to 
be the one catching actually toxic statements. Partici-
pant #38 (Task 1 selection: Model A, Task 2 selection: 
Model A, Task 3 selection: Model A, Exploration se-
lection: Model A) 

4.4 Task 4: Exploration View 
In the Exploration view, Model B was the most preferred model 
with 46% of participants choosing it. 38% of participants selected 
Model A, and only 4 participants (17%) selected Model C. For Model 
B, the participants noted that they believed that identity tokens 
should not change classifcations and felt that Model B was most 
resistant to change. Those who selected Model A believed that 
the other models were not handling fairness issues for minorities 
and prioritized toxic accuracy and balanced accuracy. Participants 
selected Model C because they prioritized balanced accuracy and 
felt that it performed best for minority groups. All of the themes 
can be seen in Table 2. Overall, there were 4 decisions on model 
deployment users needed to make, and which model was selected 
by the majority difered at each decision point, showing that a 
given view can highly infuence decision-makers. At the beginning 
of the study, Model A was selected as the best model at 88%. At 
the conclusion of the study, after users observed group fairness 
metrics, individual fairness metrics, and the exploration view, only 
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View Model Selection Reason (Percentage of Those Who 
cited this Reason) 

Example Quote 

Overall Accu-
racy 

Model A (88%) Prioritizing Toxic Accuracy (81%) Prioritizing recall here, we would rather overpredict toxicity than 
underpredict. 

Prioritizing Balanced Accuracy 
(19%) 

Because model A has a more balanced accuracy for toxic and non-
toxic classes. So, I believe that model A is more fair than the others. 

Model B (4%) Prioritizing Non-Toxic Accuracy 
(100%) 

Model B has the highest score for Non-Toxic accuracy. I think it is 
better to miss some Toxic posts than to incorrectly fag a Nontoxic 
post as Toxic. 

Model C (8%) Prioritizing Non-Toxic Accu-
racy(100%) 

Model C is defnitely better than B, because it has the same false 
positive rate and a lower false negative rate. There is a compromise 
between A and C, where A predicts a higher proportion of true toxic 
comments but also has a higher false positive rate. I chose model 
C because it seems to most accurately refect content, leading to a 
more accurate overall picture, and also has a lower false negative 
rate, which negatively impacts ’good’ users. 
Many platforms today have histories of marking "toxic" content 
when it actually isn’t, and that’s led to some pretty discouraged 
or angry users who fnd it frustrating that their non-toxic content 
was taken down. No model is going to be perfect, but I think it’s 
better to have a model that has higher rates of detecting non-toxic 
material to best prevent false positives from happening. 

Group View Model A (42%) Toxic Accuracy Detection for Mi-
nority Groups (100%) 

I think I value a more a fair model compared to others. We have 
a great recall (detecting toxic comments) increase for minorities 
hurting the general accuracy by only 2.5 points (task 1) 

Model B (8%) Best Overall Metrics (100%) If we look at the subgroups metrics, model B has the best metrics 
for 2 groups generally. So, that is the reason to pick model B. 

Model C (50%) Prioritizing Non-Toxic Accuracy 
(58%) 

While Model A performs best on Toxic comments, it is also clearly 
fagging many normal comments that mention a minority group 
as toxic. Model C seems to help alleviate this problem best. 

Prioritizing Balanced Accuracy 
(42%) 

The balanced accuracy is relatively high in model C across all 
subgroups. 

Individual 
View 

Model A (29%) Identity Changes Impact Model clas-
sifcation (100%) 

Model B predicts everything as nontoxic. Also, I think most of those 
sentences are a little toxic. So, I believe model A is better than the 
others. 

Model B (67%) Identity Changes Do not Impact 
Model classifcation (100%) 

Model B is most resistant to the efect of identity changes in a 
sentence. 

Model C (4%) Prioritizing Balanced Accuracy 
(100%) 

Model C seems to be the most balanced despite its errors. Model A 
seems to be producing too many false positives on toxicity, which 
could undermine the cause of fairness more than support it. 

Exploration 
View 

Model A (38%) Prioritizing Toxic Accuracy (76%) Actually, all of these models are not handling fairness issue for 
Asians, Africans, etc. I choose the model having highest toxic accu-
racy. 

Prioritizing Balanced Accuracy 
(14%) 

I found balanced accuracy the easiest to think through 

Model B (46%) Identity Changes Do not Impact 
Model classifcation (100%) 

Best balanced accuracy with minority subgroups and more consis-
tent classifcations despite diferent identity tokens 

Model C (16%) Prioritizing Balanced Accuracy 
(75%) 

Writing more nuanced sentences on controversial topics, I afrmed 
my choice of Model C based on the fact that it seems more balanced 
in identifying toxicity. I value free speech as well as safe space, so I 
seek a model that is balanced. 

Toxic Accuracy for Minority 
Groups (25%) 

Model A does not classify non-toxic comments that mention minor-
ity or disadvantaged groups well. Model C does better at this while 
still giving a fair performance on toxic comments that mention 
such groups. 

Table 2: Emergent themes as to why people selected a model after each phase of the experiment. For each view, the most 
selected Model is bolded. 
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38% selected Model A, with a plurality of the participants select-
ing the individually fair model (Model B). The exploration view 
allowed users to uncover more nuance in the dataset and discover 
the difculty of determining the task of algorithmic fairness. 

4.5 Exploration Strategies Overview 
4.5.1 Strategies for Exploration: Group Fairness. We wanted to ex-
amine how practitioners in the study utilized the opportunity to 
input custom inputs and the strategies they took when doing so 
(RQ2). Our exploration page instructed users to run 10 experiments 
of their own. They could choose between group view metrics or 
individual metrics for each experiment. They could also select the 
pre-populated examples we had provided as a guide or choose to 
defne free-form custom inputs themselves. Figure 7 shows how 
users behaved for each of their experiments. Users initially started 
by using the guides provided and running group experiments with 
the pre-populated options given to them. In total, there were 62 
custom group explorations that spanned topics like race (“asian”, 
“black”), ethnicity (“korean”, “mexican”), religion (“hindu”, “chris-
tian”, “mormon”), sexuality (“gay”, “LGBT”), gender identity (“trans”, 
“non-binary”), age (“old”), socio-economic class (“poor”, “lower-
class”), political identity (“communist”, “democrat”), occupation 
(“sex worker”), and disability (“disabled”, “handicapped”). 

We also examined the cohesiveness of the groups. Users were 
able to provide multiple words to defne a group. We wanted to 
see whether the words belonged to the same identity category, 
were part of diferent categories, or were groups that often were 
associated with one another. After analysis and coding of the groups 
users submitted for the custom group experiments, we characterize 
three strategies users took to identify groups (RQ2a): Same Identity 
Category but Diferent Identities, Same Identity Category and similar 
identities , Diferent Identity Category. The categories along with 
the prevalence of each in the 62 explorations are listed below: 

• Same Identity Category but Diferent Identities (81%):: This 
occurs when users used words that were all related to the 
same category like race or gender, but the identities explored 
were diferent. For example, one user queried the words 
“liberal, democrat, progressive, socialist” as one group. While 
these are all political identities, they are political identities 
that appear on various sides of the politics spectrum. 

• Same Identity Category and Similar Identities (14%): We also 
observed users exploring the same identity categories with 
words that belonged to the same identity within that cate-
gory. This means that the words used to defne one group 
(i.e “elderly, old people, old person”) can potentially be used 
interchangeably with one another. 

• Diferent Identity Categories (5%): This occurs when users 
chose to explore words that belonged to completely difer-
ent identity categories as one group. For example, one user 
grouped the words “BIPOC” and “transgender” together as 
one group. Each of these words are descriptors for diferent 
categories of identities, where one can describe a person’s 
race while another describes a person’s gender identity. 

4.5.2 Strategies for Exploration: Individual Fairness. In total, we 
had 97 individual custom explorations. Custom explorations are 
when users opted not to use the pre-populated examples that we 

left for them and instead either altered the sentence or the identity 
tokens. Of the 97 examples, 54 (56%) of the individual custom explo-
rations kept one of the two (“yeah, and the {WORD} man is always 
innocent, even when he’s guilty. right brock?” and “more evidence 
that trump’s ban on {WORD} immigration is a good idea.”) pre-
populated sentences in the examples and only altered the identity 
tokens. 

The remaining sentences could be classifed into two groups: 
Unambiguously Toxic (i.e “I want to kill all the {WORD}”) and Un-
ambiguously Non-Toxic (i.e “Working {WORD} people all over the 
country are building a movement to take on corporate greed.”). 
Other themes that were selected in the sentences with which users 
experimented included current events (i.e Posted viral video in which 
two beautiful little {WORD} girls were blatantly rejected by a character 
they idolized).4 Unlike the group exploration, many of the identity 
tokens that users wrote for the templates did not belong to the 
Same Identity Category and Similar Identities categories, but rather 
used words that were notably diferent from one another within 
identity categories (i.e. “white, black, hispanic”). When doing cus-
tom exploration with individual fairness metrics, users input both 
unambiguously toxic sentences and unambiguously non-toxic sen-
tences utilizing identity tokens within the Same Identity Category 
and Similar Identities category (RQ2b). 

I aimed to test the model’s ability to navigate nuance 
in language to see if honest, respectful discussion of 
potentially loaded topics would result in toxicity fags. 
My concern with anti-toxicity measures is that they 
have the potential to shut down constructive discourse 
about controversial topics. Participant #12 

4.6 Self-reported Reasons for Individual 
Exploration 

We asked users to provide reasons for why they explored partic-
ular words in the custom view exploration. Two authors coded 
each reason independently through open coding and generated the 
themes seen in Table 3. Users leveraged sentences seen in articles 
reporting on current events, racial categories (general and those 
who are historically discriminated against), personal experience, 
and ambiguous words to “trick the model” (RQ2b). 

4.7 Subjective Preferences of Fairness Views 
and User Feedback 

We also asked participants to report their subjective preferences -
to rank the four diferent views they were able to interact with in 
the Exploration Phase in order of which helped them the most to 
determine the fairness of the models. The rankings can be seen in 
Figure 9 with Pre-populated group view being ranked most highly, 
and Custom group view being ranked least. We asked participants 
to give reasons and insights behind the rankings. Despite provid-
ing examples, users expressed that they had trouble coming up 
with their own groups (Custom Group View) and sentences (Cus-
tom Individual View). Both pre-populated interactions were rated 

4https://www.npr.org/2022/07/19/1112234153/sesame-place-apology-backlash-
racism-rosita 

https://4https://www.npr.org/2022/07/19/1112234153/sesame-place-apology-backlash
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Figure 7: Types of Experiments users completed during their 10 required experiments in the Exploration View. 

Reason Defnition Words and/or Sentences 
Used 

Example 

Discriminated 
Groups 

Malicious Content 

General Racial Cat-
egories 

Personal Experi-
ence 

Tricking the Model 

Current Events 

Synonyms and 
Antonyms 

Sentences created in-
cluded identity tokens of 
races/identities who have had a 
history of being discriminated 
against 
Inclusive of hate speech and ex-
pletives 

Sentences created included 
identity tokens of various races 

Sentences were constructed 
based on an individual’s per-
sonal experiences 

Users tried to “trick” the model 
using words that may be toxic 
in some scenarios and non-toxic 
in others. 

Sentences were selected that re-
fected current events 

Sentences were constructed in 
which the tokens explored were 
antonyms 

gay, gays, Black, African 
American 

[redacted] 

Black, African American, 
Asian, Chinese, Japanese 

[redacted] 

cheese, short 

Nichelle Nichols showed 
us the extraordinary power 
of {bisexual,white,black} 
women and paved the way 
for a better future for all 
women in media. 
white, black 

I was just trying to think of 
groups of people who are some-
times discriminated against. 

Whether the phrase seemed to 
indicate malicious or disparag-
ing intent 
I think I was just trying to get 
a general sense by entering fre-
quently used racial categories. 
My own online experience. I 
have often seen obviously-toxic 
comments get through various 
flters, so I tried to simulate 
those kinds of comments 
I chose words that I thought 
would trick the model, like 
’cheese’, and ambiguous ones 
that might have negative con-
notations like ’short’ 
I picked words from recent 
news articles that I felt were 
neutral. 

I tried to use synonyms and 
antonyms and wanted to see 
how model A performs. 

Table 3: Emergent themes from reasons why users selected custom inputs. 
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Figure 8: Users are asked to run 10 “experiments” in the Exploration View. They can either test diferent subgroups by selecting 
words, or test example sentences by typing their own template. This image shows an example of two experiments done, one for 
the group view and another for the individual view. This user has 7 experiments remaining. 

more highly than the custom views. Below, we include some of the 
feedback expressed by users for the diferent views: 

I found it very helpful to see the drops in accuracy in 
toxic and non-toxic comments for diferent models that 
mention minority groups. Participant #8 , Pre-populated 
Group View 

It was also cool to experiment with it using my own 
words but hard to think of some words fast enough. I 
think it might be useful to give some example types of 
subgroups beyond religion and ethnicity. Participant #74, 
Custom Group View 

I had a hard time coming up with sentences. The one I 
tried weren’t ranked as toxic by any model so it didn’t 
really help. Participant #2, Custom Individual View 

It was very useful to compare the models. It was easy to 
understand because it was binary (toxic vs non-toxic) 
compared to other numeric performance metrics, which 
is hard to defne the threshold between good "enough" 
vs no Participant #74, Pre-populated individual view 

We asked participants at the end of their task to refect on the 
best/worst parts of their experience. We categorized the feedback 
into two groups: positive feedback and negative feedback. Of the 
positive feedback we received, users reported enjoying the cus-
tomization, feeling empowered, and fully understanding the dif-
fculty of the problem. Of the negative feedback, users reported 
feeling uncertainty about the words to use in the custom input 
and uncertainty about “cost asymmetry of false positives vs. false 
negatives.” 
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Figure 9: Subjective preferences for the interaction view that helped the most to determine the fairness of the model. 

It made me feel a little empowered like I might be help-
ing those who are gonna dictate speech in the future that 
an AI model might not be enough to determine toxicity 
of a given sentence or grouping of words. Participant #6 

5 DISCUSSION 
In this section we provide design recommendations for building 
interfaces and tools for fairness exploration of text classifcations. 
These recommendations are based on our fndings on strategies 
participants in our study used to determine the fairness of a model, 
and the reasons behind those strategies. 

5.1 Diferent Views Lead to Diferent User 
Priorities and Diferent Model Selections: 
Group vs. Individual 

Many users changed their decisions on their preferred model to 
deploy depending on view of the metrics with which they were 
presented (accuracy, group, individual, exploratory) (RQ3). We 
observed that the majority of the participants selected the “regular” 
model (Model A) when viewing performance metrics in Task 1, the 
group-fair model (Model C) when viewing group fairness metrics in 
Task 2, and the individually fair model (Model B) when viewing the 
individual fairness metrics in Task 3. In summary, the view designs, 
the models participants selected in the corresponding tasks, and 
the model training objectives were all aligned. 

When identifying reasons why users made selections, we ob-
served a similar shift in priorities. At the outset of the experiment, 
the majority of the users (88%) selected Model A after seeing only 
the accuracy metrics, citing toxic accuracy as the reason for their 
selection. Upon seeing the group view and the toxic/non-toxic accu-
racy metrics for diferent minority groups, half of the participants 
selected Model C, citing non-toxic accuracy and the dangers of pre-
dicting text mentioning a minority group as toxic regardless of the 
content. After seeing examples of toxicity, majority of participants 
selected Model B (67%) based on its resistance to prediction change 
when altering the identity tokens. If the kind of fairness metrics 
presented to users can impact user perspectives, it is important 
for users to see both group and individual fairness. Our fndings 
show diferent strategies used to explore group and individual fair-
ness. The interface for group view allowed users to explore large 
amounts of data but gave users less fexibility by limiting them 
to identity tokens, whereas the individual view allowed users to 

explore the model output on one sentence at a time but gave them 
more fexibility to explore themes like personal experience or cur-
rent events. There are benefts and limitations to both strategies 
and their efectiveness depends on the data being explored and the 
application of the model being evaluated. 

In line with prior work, we fnd that accuracy alone often leads 
to selection of a biased model, and providing perspectives on both 
group and individual fairness is important to allow users to make 
well-informed decisions [54]. We also emphasize the importance 
of developing a methodology for training models that can achieve 
group and individual fairness simultaneously to satisfy a wider 
range of user priorities, which isn’t the same as merely presenting a 
balanced accuracy metric. Currently, to the best of our knowledge, 
such methods are lacking and algorithmic fairness researchers tend 
to focus on either group or individual fairness. 

5.2 Design Recommendations 
As language technologies and NLP become more widely deployed in 
various aspects of society, there are concerns about the harms they 
cause to various demographic groups. The focus of our work was on 
toxic text classifcation, but prior work has also revealed bias issues 
along demographic dimensions like race, sexuality, and gender 
through identity terms for other NLP tasks including question 
answering [38], relation extraction [25], occupation prediction [16], 
autocomplete generation [57], and machine translation [60]. In this 
section, we provide design recommendations based on our fndings. 
Many of our design recommendations generalize to a variety of 
NLP domains as well as to supervised learning broadly. 

• Include Context Because fairness can be so context de-
pendent [28], contextual information can help practitioners 
better arrive at decisions. Our study is in the context of text 
classifcation, so context would include sentences/documents 
that appear before or after the document being evaluated 
for fairness. For NLP tasks, this could also include sentences 
that appear before/after the document being evaluated. For 
other domains, context could include all demographic infor-
mation associated with an individual for loan applications 
[47] and AI-driven decision making systems in healthcare 
[11]. Showing additional context/metadata would be able to 
further assist the user in user decision-making. 

• Provide Similarity Indicators The group view of the data 
allowed users to explore accuracy metrics of subsets of the 
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data that included diferent identity tokens. We found that 
participants used various strategies, either choosing group-
ings of words that belonged to the same identity category 
(black, African American) or groupings of words that be-
longed to diferent identity categories (Hindu, lesbian). These 
approaches yield diferent types of groups of data, how-
ever, given the dataset, it might not make sense to group 
identity tokens from diferent categories. For future inter-
faces that show group fairness in text classifcation, it could 
be useful for users to understand (1) how similar the sen-
tences/documents that include the words they have chosen 
are to one another and (2) whether there is any overlap in the 
sentences based on the words they have selected. These indi-
cators would give users additional guidance when defning 
the groups. Similarly, when comparing individual instances, 
participants made selections of both general racial categories 
and groups that are discriminated against. Seeing similar-
ity indicators for identity tokens when viewing individual 
instances would give users more context. Our fndings sup-
port prior work that explored practitioner perspectives of 
fairness in the context of loan applications. They found that 
participants liked the ability to see and compare individual 
applications and more information should be provided about 
the similarity of cases across decision boundaries [46]. 

• Include an Asymmetrical Counterfactual Metric Prior 
work investigating fairness in text classifcation introduced 
the counterfactual fairness metric [24] to generate counter-
factuals with diferent identity tokens where text references 
a stereotype for one identity but not the other. In the indi-
vidual view examples, in which our participants explored 
sentences, we did not observe any sentences in which there 
would be asymmetrical counterfactuals for an identifer. In-
stead users tested either Unambiguously Non-Toxic words 
or Unambiguously Toxic words checking whether the model 
changed its classifcations for diferent identifers to deter-
mine whether a model is fair. However, for practitioners and 
designers building tools for individual fairness exploration of 
text, including an asymmetrical counterfactual metric could 
potentially guide users to test those kinds of sentences that 
may be toxic for certain identity tokens and non-toxic for 
others. This metric would be helpful for other NLP tasks 
that exhibit bias along demographic dimensions like gen-
der/race/religion/sexuality through identity terms. 

• Risk Associated with Overpredicting/Underpredicting 
One theme that consistently emerged in the reasons users 
cited when making selections after seeing the accuracy view, 
was the risks of “over-predicting” toxic posts as opposed to 
“under-predicting” toxic posts. While a lot of studies have 
focused on evaluating with the F measure [50], there are 
instances in which it makes sense to focus more on true neg-
ative rate (TNR) over true positive rate (TPR) (or vice versa). 
For example, when the cost and risk associated with a false 
positive is high, i.e. fltering out a legitimate/important email 
as spam [36]. Conversely, there are situations in which TPR 
is prioritized over TNR, for example in fraud detection or 
even disease detection [62]. It was clear that diferent partic-
ipants held diferent perspectives on prioritizing non-toxic 

accuracy (TNR) or toxic accuracy (TPR) after seeing the accu-
racy view. Reasons for prioritizing non-toxic accuracy were 
to prevent penalizing content from “good users”, while some 
people said in such a context, it is more important to over-
predict toxic posts than underpredict toxic posts. Because 
there are various scenarios where overpredicting should be 
considered over underpredicting and vice versa, the entire 
pipeline must be considered. For example, once the data is 
classifed, for the content classifed falsely as toxic, are they 
simply fagged but remain in the data, or are they removed 
entirely? Conversely what happens to the content that is 
toxic but is not captured by the classifer? Is the population 
this content will be presented to at risk? Practitioners should 
be involved in the decision making of the outcome of the 
posts when deciding which model to employ, including all 
stakeholders involved. 

• Provide Simulated-based approaches In our tool, users 
could create their own groups, sentences, and identity tokens 
for those sentences. However, when we asked users to rank 
their preferred interactions on the exploration page, both 
custom interactions were ranked less than the pre-populated 
examples. One user expressed, “I had a hard time coming 
up with sentences. The one I tried weren’t ranked as toxic 
by any model so it didn’t really help.” Prior work suggests 
to simulate conversational trajectories [30] to support prac-
titioners in their evaluation of fairness [28]. Our fndings 
support this notion, showing that users liked to have a few 
test examples before coming up with their own. 

• Provide Additional Group Fairness Metrics The high 
percentage of users (42%) selecting Model A following the 
group view metrics (in Task 2) shows that just presenting 
users with group accuracy metrics does not sufciently cap-
ture group fairness violations. Model A overpredicts toxicity 
when there are mentions of minority identities. For example, 
in Figure 2, Model A’s nontoxic accuracy is extremely low 
59.5%, while toxic accuracy is 94.2%, demonstrating its ten-
dency to overpredict toxicity for text with the corresponding 
group identity tokens (note also lower accuracy and balanced 
accuracy metrics). It is clear from the responses that partici-
pants who selected Model A were well-intentioned (focusing 
on capturing all toxic posts) but this selection comes at a 
cost of misclassifng text as toxic when it contains words 
referring to minorities. One way to mitigate this is to in-
clude additional group fairness metrics such as equalized 
odds violation [26]. Similar problems arise in any supervised 
learning context, e.g., in criminal justice focusing only on 
the ability of a model to identify future recidivists might lead 
to preferring a model biased against black defendants [2]. 

• Team Diversity One of the emerging themes from our anal-
ysis of the kinds of token identities users selected in the 
exploration view was that users were using words from 
personal experience. This strategy - to explore words ob-
served based on your personal experience - demonstrates 
the importance of diversity of teams, people with diferent 
backgrounds (sexuality, religion, race) who can explore vari-
ous facets of the data and uncover potential bias. Recruiting 
diverse teams can be helpful in mitigating challenges due 
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to “blind spots” and identifying which subpopulations to 
consider when considering fairness for diferent kinds of 
machine learning applications [28]. While not a design rec-
ommendation per se, many of the AI systems we create are 
a direct result of the data we collect, pre-process, feature 
engineer, and evaluate. Model evaluation by a group of di-
verse machine learning practitioners can potentially lead to 
selection of fairer models. 

6 LIMITATIONS 
While all our design recommendations may not necessarily general-
ize to all other domains of fairness perception, many of our design 
recommendations apply to NLP technologies that exhibit bias along 
demographic dimensions through identity terms. Furthermore, we 
wanted to explore the kinds of strategies used by machine learning 
practitioners when interacting with a tool that shows both group 
and individual fairness. We provided a few examples as guidance 
and acknowledge that the pre-populated examples we provided 
may have impacted the kinds of custom examples users explored. 
However, in prior tasks leading up to the exploration page (Task 2, 
Task 3) we aimed to provide as many diverse examples as possible, 
that included diferent types of identities and sentences (sexuality, 
religion, ethnicity, gender identity). Future work can examine the 
impact of diferent pre-populated group and sentences examples 
on user strategies in a more controlled environment. 

In the Group View task as well as our exploration task, we use 
group identifer keywords as a proxy for text content, which is a 
common way to fnd groups in text classifcation [20, 34, 48, 58]. 
However, we acknowledge that there may be toxic comments about 
groups of individuals without explicitly mentioning them [9]. Build-
ing on prior work [20, 24, 34, 58, 68], we focus on the perceptions 
of the fairness of classifcation/misclassifcation of text inclusive 
of identity terms. In future work, we can examine alternative ap-
proaches to grouping text in which identities are implicitly refer-
enced. 

One challenging aspect of this work is the subjective nature of 
user perception of toxicity. An individual’s perception of what is 
deemed ofensive or toxic is infuenced by not only the context 
of the text being presented to the individual but personal experi-
ences, background and other individual factors [69]. Prior work 
sheds light on difering individual toxicity perceptions in the con-
text of online content moderation [31, 37, 44]. It is important to 
study fairness perceptions, to see how HCI researchers can design 
interfaces and systems to account for both contextual diversity and 
the diversity of individuals who assess fairness. We believe our 
fndings shed light on ways we can account for the subjectivity and 
contextual nature of fairness perception of toxicity. We recognize 
that there is subjectivity in users’ perceptions of toxicity, which 
may be infuenced by personal background and other factors. While 
we analyzed the toxicity scores of the annotators, we did not inves-
tigate whether there was a consistent perception of toxicity among 
participants. This is an important issue that should be considered 
in future research. To provide a more accurate baseline, it may be 
necessary to conduct such an investigation with a larger and more 
diverse sample of participants. 

Lastly, in this study we do not investigate the impact of viewing 
a certain type of fairness metric on the conclusion that a Machine 
Learning practitioner may draw about a Model. The initial tasks 
that users observed were meant as a tutorial before their experi-
mentation stage. In future work, an experiment in which ordering 
efects are considered could be used to determine if a particular 
perspective of the data impacts the conclusions users may draw. 
Similarly, users could be given more freedom in determining how 
many experiments they perform before choosing a model in the 
Exploration View to understand disparity in explorations between 
practitioners and/or how many explorations might be considered 
sufcient in a given situation. 

7 CONCLUSION 
In this work, we investigate factors that infuence a user’s fairness 
decisions on various models when presented with diferent aspects 
and views of the data, strategies machine learning practitioners take 
to determine whether a model is fair, and the motivations behind 
those strategies. While other studies have examined user perspec-
tives of fairness tools and indicators, our inquiry is the frst to 
explore user interaction with fairness tools that examine text classi-
fcation. We fnd that diferent views impact how users perceive the 
data and which metrics to prioritize (i.e. toxic accuracy/non-toxic 
accuracy/group fairness/individual fairness). We also identify dif-
ferent strategies users employ to determine the fairness of a model, 
forming groups of identities from similar categories or groups of 
identities from diferent categories (race, sexuality, gender). Based 
on our fndings we are able to make recommendations for how to 
leverage front-end tooling to better assist users to employ strategies 
that will result in them forming a better picture of the data and 
model, ultimately making more informed decisions about a model’s 
fairness and for how they prefer to interact with the tooling. 
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A DATASET DETAILS 

A.1 Dataset Statistics 
In table 4 we describe broad statistics of the dataset used to train 
the three models used in this work. Overall, there were about 1.8 
million data samples with only 144,334 toxic samples (8%), making 
the task imbalanced. In the dataset, there are 247,581 data samples 
(13.71%) that contain one of the 50 identity terms. Of these, 11.9% 
or 29,509 data samples were labeled as toxic while the rest were 
labeled as non-toxic. In table 5, we list the counts for toxic and 
non-toxic data samples for each of the 50 identity terms used in 
this work. 

Property Count 
# of training samples 1,804,874 
# of toxic data samples 144,334 
# of non-toxic comments 1,660,540 

# of data samples with identity terms 247,581 
# of toxic data samples with identity terms 29,509 

# of non-toxic data samples with identity terms 2,18,072 
Table 4: Summary statistics of the toxicity-classifcation 
dataset 

A.2 Toxicity Annotation Details 
To label the data samples as toxic or non-toxic, dataset curators used 
human annotators to label comments as 0 (non-toxic) and 1 (toxic). 
Multiple annotators annotated each data sample and the mean of 
their assigned labels was recorded as the fnal toxicity confdence 
score. Following prior work [24, 34, 68], we marked data samples 
with greater than or equal to 0.5 toxicity confdence score as toxic 
and others as non-toxic. In Table 6, we list the various quantiles of 
annotator counts for data samples, along with the mean toxicity 
score in the dataset. Figure 10 provides a histogram of the mean 
annotator confdence scores. We note that annotators demonstrated 
a lot more agreement when labeling comments as non-toxic. 

B MODEL TRAINING DETAILS 
To train Model A (standard model) and Model B (individually fair 
model), we optimized hyperparameters over a grid of values de-
fned in Table 7. For each hyperparameter setting, we compute the 
Accuracy, Balanced Accuracy, and Prediction Consistency on the 
validation set, and selected a fnal model with good Balanced Accu-
racy and Prediction Consistency scores. We display the performance 
of the various models trained with diferent hyperparameter values 
in the parallel coordinates Figure 11 and Figure 12. Analogously, 
for Model B (group fair model) we optimized hyperparameters to 
maximize Balanced Accuracy while satisfying the group fairness 
constraints as discussed in Section 3.5.3. 

identity term toxic count non-toxic count 
african 433 3116 

african american 70 481 
american 3893 34267 
asian 191 1905 

bisexual 22 88 
black 4470 14830 
blind 741 4330 

buddhist 35 309 
canadian 1993 30979 
catholic 908 13935 
chinese 745 8337 
christian 1284 8496 

deaf 123 766 
elderly 119 2058 

european 297 4251 
female 717 5892 
gay 1860 4390 

heterosexual 127 488 
hispanic 138 793 

homosexual 368 999 
indian 246 2641 
japanese 176 2313 
jewish 403 3002 
latina 6 50 
latino 76 434 

identity term toxic count non-toxic count 
latinx 0 12 
lesbian 156 325 
lgbt 181 1303 
lgbtq 81 540 
male 1049 6924 

mexican 287 2124 
middle aged 16 207 

middle eastern 44 394 
millenial 7 69 
muslim 2274 8257 

nonbinary 0 2 
old 3778 35558 
older 225 4218 

paralyzed 7 164 
protestant 42 1151 

queer 24 105 
sikh 23 265 

straight 741 6025 
taoist 0 5 
teenage 90 637 
trans 157 1426 

transgender 296 1264 
white 8641 29767 
young 1637 17938 
younger 167 2763 

Table 5: Number of data samples containing the corresponding identity term labeled as toxic and non-toxic examples. 
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Property Count 
Minimum annotator count 3 
Median annotator count 4 
Mean annotator count 8.78 

Maximum annotator count 4936 
Mean (std) toxicity score 0.103 ± 0.197 

Table 6: Various quantiles of the number of annotators 
marking a sample as toxic or not in the dataset. Also men- 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
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tioned is the mean toxicity score across all data samples 
in the dataset. Figure 10: Histogram of annotator confdence score in 

data samples being toxic or non-toxic. 

Hyperparameters Model A Model B Model C 
Batch size {512, 1024} {512, 1024} {1024} 

learning rate {5e-5, 1e-5, 5e-4, 1e-4, 5e-3, 1e-3} {1e-5, 1e-4, 1e-3} {0.03, 0.035, 0.04} 
rho N.A. {1.0, 5.0, 10.0, 50.0} N.A. 
eps N.A. {0.1, 1.0, 4.0, 7.0, 10.0} N.A. 

auditor learning rate N.A. {0.1, 0.01} N.A. 
SVD num components N.A. {50, 100} N.A. 
Balanced Accuracy N.A. N.A. {True, False} 

Balanced Accuracy Constraint N.A. N.A. {0.9, 0.95, 1.5, -1} 
False Constraint N.A. N.A. {0.03, 0.15, -1} 

Table 7: Hyperparameter grid-search ranges for Models A, B, and C. We evaluate the trained models for their balanced accuracy 
and prediction consistency and select the model with good performance on both metrics. 

Figure 11: Hyperparameter sweep ranges for training Model A. We vary the batch size and learning rate values for Model A and 
measure their accuracy, soft prediction consistency, prediction consistency, and balanced accuracy. We select the fnal model 
based on its performance on prediction consistency and balanced accuracy. 
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Figure 12: Hyperparameter sweep ranges for training Model B. We vary six hyperparameters for Model B (described in Table 7) 
and measure their accuracy, soft prediction consistency, prediction consistency, and balanced accuracy. We select the fnal 
model based on its performance on prediction consistency and balanced accuracy. 
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